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How To Cool Your Garage
with a King High Velocity Fan
As the summer heats up, hot and humid working conditions can put a stop to those all
important shop projects. Using a high velocity fan or two can help transfer the hot air
out and any cooler air in, makes a big difference and gets you back to work.

Before we talk about the fans, let’s start with the basics…
Learn More

Properly sizing a fan to
your specific room size

and type is an important
step in optimizing comfort
and air exchanges in the

space. This fan calculator
is used to calculate the
CFM or cubic feet per

minute of air exchange
that is required in a
building. 
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Why King High Velocity Fans?

All Fans Are Not Created Equally.
While you might be thinking a fan is a fan, King’s 60+ years of experience designing,

and manufacturing air moving products has taught us that not all fans are the same.

Need Help Sizing a Heater 
to Your Space? 

We have a simple calculator that can help.

For Complete Product Line Visit Our Website
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